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ProTjlem and Purpose of Study.—Many reasons have "been given "by
different authors and authorities as to why a great percentage of our
small businesses fail annually. Ultimately, the problem is a lack of
adequate planning and control. Cash budgeting or forecasting, as it
is also known, is one of the many tools of planning and control which
may be used by management in order that it may have a more successful
business venture. We will attempt to show how a cash budget may be
prepared and some of the problems which may confront the preparers and
users of such a budget. An analysis of literature written on the
subject of budgeting in general and cash budgeting, in particular, will
be made. Secondly, we will attempt to present the steps to be followed
in the preparation of a cash budget. Finally, we will note some of the
problems which may be confronted in the process of preparing and using
cash budgets, or any other budgets.
Some authors have made suggestions or given reasons as to why
small businessmen do not include budgets in their organizational plans,
Mr, Keller, in his article, "Budgeting for Small Business,gave the
following reasons as to why so many small and large companies "do not
have any part of a complete program of budgetary planning and control":^




1. They feel it is a complex process,
2, It Increases the cost of the accounting function
substantially,
3« It is a restrictive procedure which limits or inhibits
management decision,
If, It is a ’guessing game* as to what the results and
position will be sometime in the future and, therefore,
the budget will always be missed so ’why have one?’
We will attempt to show some of the advantages of budgeting that
will accrue to its users so as to diminish and, possibly, eliminate
the negative attitude of some businessmen toward the budgeting
process.
Limitation of Its Scope and Significance,»~We are concerned
primarily with presenting a method by which a cash budget may be
prepared. Different authors have presented several methods which
may be used, some of which will form the basis for the method
presented herein. Although several methods will be mentioned, we
will not attempt to analyze all of them. The method with which we
are concerned is that of a cash forecast. It should be mentioned
that there are instances where some of the methods overlap and may,
in essence, be the same, although different terms are used to describe
them. We will note those methods which we found to be very similar
in nature to the cash forecast.
We realize that there has been very few, if any, studies made
focusing special attention on cash budgeting. Therefore, it is our
hope that this paper will arouse the interests of students and
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■businessmen alike as to the usefulness of cash budgeting in small
businesses and organizations and to possibly provide a guide by
which cash budgets may be prepared.
Sources of Data, and Method of Study.—We are using mainly
secondary sources in gathering our data. Our secondary sources
include text book material and articles from various publications,
such as. The Jovirnal of Accountancy. A complete listing of all
sources will appear in the bibliography.
In our study we will, first of all, present a general
discussion on budgeting and cash budgeting in particular, the
content of which has been obtained from our secondary sources.
This will appear in Chapter II. In Chapter III we will turn our
attention specifically to the preparation of cash budgets.
Problems associated with such will also be noted. Oiir summary
and conclusion will appear in Chapter IV.
Definition of Terms.—There are certain terms used in this
paper, we feel, need defining. There may be several different
definitions given by different authors, however, they may not
necessarily be contradictory in nature. We have selected the
definitions which are best for our purpose. It is our hope that
the reader will keep in mind the following definitions throughout
this entire paper;
1, Budget - "A detailed estimate in numerical terms of the
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scale of operations in some phase of activity in
some future period,”3
2, Forecast - A forecast is some estimate of the future
based on the past and future outlooks or plans.
3, Cash Budget or Forecast - A cash budget is an estimate
of the future cash receipts and cash payments of an
organization predicting just how and when such will
occur,
4, Small Business - A small business as used throughout this
paper include ovir owner-manager businesses. That is, those
businesses whose owners are actively engaged in the
management of the daily affairs of the concern. There is
a further refinement within this classification. Small
businesses shall also include manufacturers with 250 or
fewer eii5)loyees, retail, service, or construction organi¬
zations with $1,000,000 or less annual sales and a whole¬
saler with $5,000,000 or less annual sales,^
It should be kept in mind that a cash budget is to account
for all expected cash receipts, whether they are to be derived from
income sources of the current period, from income produced in other
periods but received in the current period, or from other sources,
such as, the sale of stocks and bonds; and to account for all
expected cash payments, whether they are payments of current expenses,
Raymond P. Kent, Corporate Financial Management (Revised ed,;
Illinois; Richard D, Irwin, Inc,, 19^0), p, 242,
^Keller, op, cit., 44-49,
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expenses of prior or future periods, or payments for fixed assets
or owner’s withdrawals of cash from the firm,5 In other words,
a cash "budget should he a prediction of all cash receipts and dis¬
bursements of a business regardless to the source from which such
arise.
^Kent, op. cit., p. 2k6,
CHAPTER II
BASIC PRINCIPLES RELATIVE TO BUDGETING
The Importance of Budgeting.—The survival of a business depends
largely upon the ability of its management to be able to predict the
future of the business. "Forecasting financial requirements lies at
the heart of accoxmting and financial decisions in the firm,"^ All
managers are not aware of this. That is, some attempt to scientifi¬
cally forecast the future of their business, while, with others, fore¬
casting is a hit and miss game of guessing. Decisions which involve
the future have to be based upon some kind of forecasting. The gains
to be derived from forecasting depend largely upon how well-organized
the planning is. As Mr. Hunt states.
As a practical matter, the major issue connected with cash
planning in most concerns is not whether any cash planning
will be attempted but rather how far the managers should
go in putting their cash forecasting into organized,
systematic, and careful form.'^
One may wonder if budgeting is really worth the time and
effort put into its preparation since it will only be useful
over a short period of time. Also, it may be thought of as being
useless because actual conditions may be much at variance with the
predictions made at the time the budget was prepared. Such an
^J. K. Weston, "Forecasting Financial Requirements," Accounting
Review, (Febrviary, 1958), 17-28.
'^Pearson Hunt et. al., Basic Business Finance (Revised ed.;
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., I96I), p. l48.
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attitude as the foregoing indicates that there is a need for a
clearer understanding of the purpose of budgeting. Some of the
purposes for which budgets are prepared, as discussed by Weston
in his article, "Forecasting Financial Requirements,"® are pre¬
sented in the following four paragraphs.
The first purpose of the budgeting process is the part it
plays in integrating the activities of the various functions. For
example, it provides a means to assure that personal requirements
are capable of being met and that investment requirements are not
unreasonable.
A somewhat related purpose of the budgeting process is to
provide a communication device through which all e]i5)loyees can see
how their activities contribute to the intermediate goals of their
particular functions and to the overall goals of the business.
Another significant purpose of the budgeting process is to
encourage consideration of profit planning. It demands the
establishment of profit objectives—putting dollar signs on all of
the proposed activities of the business and deciding on the allo¬
cation of resources which represent possibly the best alternative
at a point in time.
A foiu*th major purpose of budgeting (i.e., the entire
budgeting process) is to provide a means of measuring accoinplish-
ments against goals and how actual income and expense compare with
®Weeton, op. cit., 17-28.
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estimates. In this respect, the budget is a method hy which an
organization exercises self-control. To he most effective and
rewarding, variations between the actual and budgeted performance
should be investigated to determine whether the original plan was
sound and action should be taken to either get back to the budget
or determine if the plan should be revised and for what reasons.
That is, has a change in conditions caused the variance or was the
budget at fault.
Some businesses may not need elaborate budgets. That is to
say, it may not be economical for a relatively small firm to
attempt to have a complete budget program for various reasons. The
main reason is that the reward and savings well-planned budgets
afford may be less than the cost of their preparation. From this,
it is concluded that management should attempt to evaluate the gains
to be derived from the budgeting process which it purports to use as
against the costs of its preparation and attempt to find a balance
between the net rewards from its budget plans and costs of developing
such a plan,
Sound Principles in Developing A Budget,—The plan which the
final budget is purported to represent should evolve from careful
consideration and evaluation of available or known alternative
courses of action. The planning underlying any budget is predicted
on sets of assumptions. These assumptions should relate to such things
as competitive strategy, markets, changes in prices and costs, the
probability of future difficulties, and general economic trends.
9
Obviously, plans based on one set of assunptlons versus another set
can yeild quite different results. Therefore, the planning process
consists partly of weighing the various alternatives and arriving at
a constructive decision as to what is most appropriate under the
circumstances.9
Whether management is attempting to "sacrifice" or "optomize"
will determine how far it will go in the search for alternatives.^®
Management may be content to choose from the alternatives known to
it or it may wish to search for other alternatives. How far should
management go in its search for other alternatives? As long as the
cost of the search does not exceed the gains to be derived from the
findings, we would say that it would be profitable for management to
search for other alternatives,^^
Analyzing and pricing alternative plans in an orderly fashion
and stating the assumptions in specific terms are of value to a
firm. The very process of weighing alternatives should result in
a more thoughtful and realistic plan.^^ jn addition, alternative
plans are available to be put into effect quickly in the event
% major portion of the material contained in this section
consists of generalizations from several authors. Where not
noted, the sources will be listed in the bibliography,
^®Marshall R, Colberg et, al.. Business Economics; Principles





that conditions under the initial plan do not materialize. All
of this is suggestive that a budget should he flexible so as to
allow for adjustments as they are needed.
The finally selected plan for the business should be supported
by documented plans in each of the functions. These supporting plans
should spell out what is expected of each of the various contri¬
buting functions, the goals to be acheived, and the assumptions made
in the development of the final plan. Such a written record as
described above will provide a basis for later determining whether
variations from the plan are the result of unforeseeable changes,
the lack of essential business intelligence sources, a poorly con¬
ceived plan and/or poor execution of the plan,^3 This knowledge
is essential if we are to have a workable budget program.
Finally, a budget should be geared to the organizational
structure and the philosophy of its constituents. If the budget
is defined as the expression of an integrated plan of operation,
it follows that the people who prepare the plans should also
prepare the budget. Otherwise, the budget may finally represent
a misunderstanding between its planners and its preparers.
Cash Budgeting and Small Businesses and Organizations.—When
a budget is first attempted for a small business, it may be better
not to use the word "budget” at all. To too many people, budget
may carry a connation of restriction and rigidity, instead of a
flexible standard for measuring the performance of the firm or
^3Hunt, op. cit., pp. 149-I5I
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organization in question, Keller agreed with this in that he
stated, "in approaching a client or employer with the idea of
helping him build and operate a budget, , ,the accountant should
not even mention the word budget,Budgets are not designed to
place restrictions upon businessmen, that is, restrictions which
may place them in a disadvantageous position. Rather, they should
serve as a well-planned guide upon which decisions may be based.
Flexibility is very important in this connection. For example,
if a cash budget is related to estimated sales, and it is, it
should naturally be expanded if sales exceed expectations.
To a large extent, management's acceptance of some system
of budgeting depends upon the way in which the proposal is pre¬
sented to it.^^ If the initial proposal is properly presented,
management will, in most cases, soon be asking more detail
questions concerning the value of what is being given.
It is generally felt that small businesses and organizations
can gain much from a budgetary process, yet it is seldom used by
them. Some authors have expressed the opinion that small business¬
men stand to gain more from a budgeting process than large business¬
men, yet budgets are found more frequently among the latter. This
is partly a result of inefficient management in small businesses




and organizations. The managements of these small concerns are not
aware of the ing)ortance of planning and control. They are usually
too busy with the physical operations of the concern and simply feel
that the planning comes secondary to the daily operations. This
shows that there is an unawareness of the fact that the physical
operations, if they are to continue for any desired length of time,
must be supported by well-organized planning. That is, management
must be able to predict how future activities will be affected by
both future internal and external factors. This is Important if a
firm is to operate with any degree of success.
Techniques of Forecasting Future Weeds for Funds.—Forecasts
of financial requirements should be the very basis upon which
accounting and financial decisions in the firm are made. Almost
all of management decisions have to deal with the future in some
respect, therefore, forecasting is inevitable. The crucial question
is, "are all business managers aware of the importance of forecasts?"
"Some business managers are aware of this and some are not, which is
equivalent to saying that some forecasting is good and some is bad."lT
Forecasting is an inescapable part of future decisions. For all
practical purposes, the major issue is not whether any planning
(e.g., cash planning or forecasting) will be attempted but, as has
been forestated, how far the managers should go in developing a well-
organized and systematic forecast.^® Action based upon some knowledge
^"^Weston, op. clt., 17-28,
^%unt, op. cit., p. l^t-S.
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and understanding of the possible future conditions which will
face a firm is clearly preferable to a course of action selected
blindly without any prediction of future conditons.
Several questions may come to ones mind concerning the very
process of forecasting the future needs for funds of a business
organization: What should be considered in making a forecast?
Upon what should or must a cash forecast be based? What should
be done in the event actual conditions are not as they have been
predicted? Some of these questions have been previously answered,
at least, in part; however, they will be discussed in more detail
in some of the following sections.
If forecasting is to be effective, there must be cooperation
between both financial and non-financial executives; there must be
some imaginative thinking on the part of the planners and preparers;
and the very process will require time, money, and energy,In
addition to this, the planners must consider the goals of the firm
in making or outlining futvire courses of action. Once the overall
objectives of the firm have been outlined, the possible effects of
these plans upon the firm may be considered. In this connection,
the cash requirements for future activities may be finally
determined. However, there are many variable entering into such
plans which have and cannot be discussed here.
The major source of funds in any firm or organization is
usually its income from sales or services rendered. Therefore,
19rbid
lu
a forecast of future income from such sources must he estimated
based on several factors before a cash budget may be prepared.
Such factors as the position of the firm in the industry, industry
trends, and overall economic trends are some of the factors to be
considered in making a sales forecast. These factors, however, will
not be discussed in detail here, for this would require an entire
paper in itself. It is important to note, nevertheless, that they
are iii:5)ortant in any forecast of futiare financial requirements in
that estimates may be increased or decreased based on the movement
of the trends.
Forecasting techniques may vary according to the desired
results. The most commonly used technique is that of scientific
analysis.^ This refers to statistical methods used to predict
trends of economic and business activity. This analysis must be
aided by good business judgment as to the effect of the trends,
considering other variables, on the activities of the particular
firm. Statistical techniques have certain limitations, therefore,
complete confidence cannot be placed in them.^^ Predictions drawn
from these techniques are dependent upon human behavior (the same
is true for any of the techniques) which cannot be predicted with
absolute certainty. However, the forecast derived from these
predictions is "an important tool and aid,"22 when combined with
N. Broom and Justin G. Longenecker, Small Business




“business Judgment, in managerial decisions involving future
periods. Certainly, management vould “be “better off than it would
have been if no atteii5>t8 were made to predict future conditions as
a basis for future courses of action. No specific statistical
technique has been mentioned for measuring or predicting trends;
this is beyond the scope of this paper. They are covered, however,
in statistical textbooks.
Since forecasts are based on expected future activities and
trends, one particular forecast may be far at variance with the
actual outcomes of a concern. Consequently, the budgets finally
prepared and adopted should be flexible enough to permit changes
as conditions as predicted change. This flexibility may be based
on making changes in the budgets according to the extent to which
predictions are at variance with actual conditions.^3 Fcr exaiiq)le,
if it has been predicted that sales will be ten per cent higher than
in a previous period but actiaal sales are, instead, twenty per cent
higher, changes should be made in the cash budget taking into
consideration the increase in sales over the estimate. The same
would be true for a decline, only the adjustment would be in the
reversed direction.
Once income from sales has been estimated management must
determine how that income will flow into the business. There are
also cash payments to be made; these payments include payments for




An attempt should he made to determine how and when such payments
will he required. After this has heen done, the level of sales
determined or estimated, how and when cash inflows will occur has
heen predicted, the cash budget may he prepared.
Limitations Facing Small Businessmen.--As one may have con¬
cluded from the foregoing discussion, cash forecasting, since it
is dependent upon other forecasts such as sales and cash payments,
is not a simple process. With this in mind then, can a small firm
afford to use forecasts of cash? That is to say, do the managers
have the time, funds, and know-how.to make worthwhile forecasts?
The managers of a great ma.jorlty of small firms and
organizations are independent businessmen. It is impossible for
them to he productive in all lines of the business nor can they
afford to hire the specialists needed during this day and time.
The typical independent businessmen do not have the ability "to
use or appreciate the methods of quantitative analysis."2^
Ultimately, the forecast for any concern must be prepared
by its managers; however, the managers of small and large companies
may secure outside assistance to aid them in making their fore¬
casts. Information may be obtained through trade associations,
trade publications, and other publications issued by both public
and private associations.^5 From these sources the business
managers may obtain such information as industry trends, economic




business activities. Some of the publications available to
businessmen are the Kiplinger-Washington Letter, Business Week,
The Wall Street Journal, and Commercial and Financial Chronicle;
government publications which may be of interest in a general
way include the Survey of Current Business, Federal Reserve
Bulletin, and Monthly Labor Review.
Since a small businessman, in most cases, can't afford to
hire a business forecaster, he should avail himself of all the
external sources which he can afford and which will go a long
way in making his forecasting process easier and less haphazard
and/or less time consuming with the desired results. For example,
if the businessman subscribes to a trade publication in which
industry sales are forecasted, assuming he has an idea of his
relative share of industry sales, he may obtain a dependable
forecast of his own sales by applying his percentage share to the
total industry sales. With this he can proceed to prepare his
own cash forecast since it is more or less indirectly dependent
upon the sales forecast.
It should be mentioned that income and expenses are included
in the cash forecast based on whether or not cash is affected by
them. That is, cash receipts and cash payments are recognized at
the time they are received or paid out regardless to whether they
arose because of the period's activities.
CHAPTER III
PREPARATION AND USE OF A CASH BUDGET
In this chapter, there will he presented steps to he followed
in developing and preparing a cash budget along with hypothetical
case examples for clarification purposes. These steps presented
are, hy no means, the only way or method hy which cash budgets may
he prepared. However, this method may he used with some degree of
success, especially in small concerns which have no congjlete bud¬
getary control system, with the necessary modifications to suit
individual circumstances.
Preparing and Using the Budget.—The most important and first
step in preparing a cash budget is a forecast of sales: the amount
of sales and how and when cash will he received from them. The
sales forecast is important because this is usually the major source
of funds for a firm and also because other activities of the firm
are geared to the expected level of sales. In this connection,
purchases of materials for resale or for further processing or use
is a very good example of an activity closely related to the level
of sales.
In making the sales forecast, the preparer of the cash budget
will have to depend upon the sales department to supply the necessary
information or even the forecast of sales itself. In a very small
^'^Hunt, op. clt., p. 153.
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"business where there is no distinct sales department, the preparer
of the budget should still rely upon the persons most closely
connected with sales in making the sales forecast. The sales fore¬
cast itself may be based on past performance end future plans.
After the preparer of the cash budget has obtained a sales
forecast, he should determine how and when cash will be received
from the sales. This will depend largely upon the credit policy
of the individual firm and the overall experience of the company
in the collection of its accounts receivable. That is, consideration
must be given to the length of time it takes to collect from sales,
considering the probability of some of the credit sales being un¬
collectible.
Once it has been determined or estimated how and when cash
will be received from sales, the cash budget preparer needs to
take into account the amount of cash which is expected to be
received from sources other than sales, such as the sale of stock,
bonds, old equipment or new contributions from the owner (s).^^
He would also be interested in determining when and in what amount
such cash will be received.
After all anticipated cash receipts have been accounted for,
the next step involves a tabulation of estimated and known cash
payments for the budget period. Here, an estimate or schediile
must be made consisting of planned purchases of materials and
supplies. Those items purchased on account should be accounted
^Qlbid., p. 154
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for separately from cash purchases. As forestated, purchases of
materials for resale or manufacture are dependent upon the ex¬
pected level of sales. Planned purchases of furniture, fixtures
and equipment should also be included with an estimate as to when
and how such will occur. The budget preparer must also consider
miscellaneous cash purchases which may be based on past experience
taking into consideration future outlooks,^9
Once the foregoing estimates of cash receipts and cash pay¬
ments and how and when they will occur have been made, the cash
budget may be prepared. Where a complete budget program is em¬
ployed, the process is made much simpler for the preparer of the
cash budget because all that is necessary is to transfer the
necessary information from the other budgets and draw up a. cash
budget from such information. On the other hand, if a complete
budget program is not employed, the necessary sales and expense
estimates will have to be made by the preparer of the cash budget
with assistance from other financial management personnel.
What follows is a hypothetical case which demonstrates the
steps involved in preparing a cash budget.3® As has been fore-
stated, it is not intended to represent the only or best method
for preparing a cash budget. Such a presentation requires analysis
beyond the scope of this paper. The method used here is one of the
simpliest methods which may be used with any degree of desirable
^9rbid., p. 154.
^^Henry T, Chamberlain, C.P.A, Coaching, Vol. I: Problems and
Vol, II: Solutions (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1950)^ PP« 171 and
235 respectively.
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results. This case is not original, however, certain information
has heen disguised somewhat. This includes particularly the name
of the company, which, for our purposes will he known as the XYZ
Trading Company.
The XYZ Trading Company is engaged in the retailing business
and purchases merchandise on terms of 2/l0, n/60, and regularly
takes discounts on the tenth day after the invoice date. It may
he assumed that one-third of the purchases of any month are due
for discount and are paid for in the following month.
The company's sales terms are 2/l0, n/30, E.O.M. (end of
the month). It has heen the company's experience that discounts
on eighty per cent of hillings have heen allowed and that, of the
remainder, one-half have heen paid during the month following the
hilling and the balance during the second following month.
The average rate of gross profit based on sales price is
twenty five per cent. Total sales for the company's fiscal year
ending June 30, -l^Gk, have heen estimated at 80,000 units,
distributed monthly as follows;
July. .. . January. . ... 3^
August . . . . lOfo February . ... 5^
September. . . 12<fo March. . .
October. • . . April. . . . . . II0
November . . . 10^ May. . . .
December . . . 1% June . . . ... 8^
To insure prompt delivery, inventories are maintained during
January and February at six per cent of the number of units esti¬
mated to he sold throughout the year, while during the rest of the
year they are maintained at ten per cent of that number. The
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inventories at December 3I and February 28, should be at levels
intended to be maintained during the respective ensuing seasons.
Selling, administrative and general expenses for the fiscal
year ending June 30» 1964, are estimated at $31^200, including
$12,000 fixed expenses (these fixed expenses include $2,400 annual
depreciation). Except for the fixed expenses, expenses vary with
sales. In total, the selling, administrative and general expenses
are twelve per cent of total sales for the year. Expenses are paid
as incurred without discounts.
It is assumed that at January 1, 1964, merchandise inventory
at the 6^ level, will consist of 4,800 units, to cost $7>200,
before discount, and the cash balance will be $11,200.
Although a cash budget could very well be prepared for the
entire year from the foregoing information, this one will only
cover three months--January, February, and March—which is suffi¬
cient for illustration purposes.
XYZ Trading Company
Cash Budget
January 1, 1964 to March.31> 1964
Cash balance, beginning of month. .
Receipts from customers












$ 34,016 $ 32,619 $ 30,179
$ 6,664 $ 8,232 $ 8,232
1,760 1,952
;> 8,o4o $ 9,992 $ 10,184
25,976 $ 22,627 $ 19,995
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Computation of Cash Receipts
Total sales ($19,2CX) • Varia.'ble expenses - -r .12) $l60,000
November sales (10^) $ l6,000
Decemiber sales (15^) 24,000
January sales (3?^) 4,800
Fetrioary sales (5^) 8,000
March sales (6^) 9^600
Collection:
January February March
November sales (10^ of $l6,000) ... $ 1,600
December sales:
Subject to discount
($19,200 less 2^) I8,8l6
Balance of December sales 2,400 $ 2,400
January sales:
Subject to discount
($3,840 less 2^) 3,763
Balance of January sales 480 $ 480
February sales:
Subject to discount
($6,400 less 25^). 6,272
February sales collected in March . 800
Total Collections £22^8^ £^6^6^
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Computation of Purchases
Total cost of sales (75'^ of sales of $l60,000) $120,000
Inventories:
November 30 (lO/o). $ 12,000
December 3I (6^0) 7,200
January 3I (6/0) 7,200
Febriiary 28 (lO/o) 12,000






December January February March
Cost of sales $ l8,000 | 3,600 | 6,000 | 7,200
Add ending inventory . . 7,200 7,200 12,000 12,000
$ 25,200 $ 10,800 $ 18,000 $ 19,200
Less opening inventory . 12,000 7>200 7>200 12,000
Purchases $ 13,200 $ 3,600 $ 10,800 $ 7,200
Computation of Disbursements
Payments for purchases:











less $2,400 or $800 monthly .




















$ 9,992 $ 10,184
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The foregoing cash budget shows that the business in question
can easily meet its obligations from internally generated funds. There
are instances, however, when the cash budget will reveal the need for
additional funds which must be obtained from outside sources. Many
times businessmen fail to assemble their financial data into a fore¬
cast which will reveal how much and when they will need outside funds.
As a result, they are faced with avoidable delays in their attempt to
secure loans or a line of credit from their bank. That is, more and
more bankers are requiring businessmen to prepare cash budgets before
granting a loan or a line of credit.
Presented here is a cash budget which was prepared by one of the
financial officers of the Craig Shoe Con^jany.3^ All of the details of
preparation of the budget are omitted. This budget was used by the
Craig Shoe Coii5)any "primarily for the purpose of determining when it
would be necessary to borrow money, and how much, and when the
resulting loan could be repaid."32 with the cash budget showing
a red figure at the end of January and Febrimry and knowing the desired
cash balance at the end of each month, the officials of the company
were able to determine how much money to borrow and also when the
resulting loan could be repaid. Data of this nature, voluntarily
prepared by businessmen, often help to improve businessman-banker
relations.
^^Clarence B. Nickerson, Cost Accounting; Text, Problems, and





Dec, Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr, May Total
Expected Receipts:
Shipments $151,200 $159,423 $212,935 $304,683 $265,179 $212,935 $1,306,355
Per cent of collections
following month . ^ . 107^ 75^ 87^ 95lo 120^
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr, Jime
Expected Collections:
Sales $161,784 $156,235 $159,701 $265,074 $251,920 $255,522 $1,250,236
Interest received 270 180 240 • • • • • • 1,500 2,190
Rent received 100 100 100 100 100 100 600
Notes receivable 2,500 1,500 2,000 • • • • • • • • • 6,000
Total $164,654 $156,015 $162,o4i $265,174 $252,020 $257,122 $1,259,026
Expected Disbursements:*
Material and labor $212,500 $l40,200 $155,600 $120,400 $119,400 $116,600 $ 864,700
Manufacturing expense , , , 9,650 12,190 8,130 9,100 12,320 8,190 59,580
Selling & Admin, expense. , 7,460 7,120 7,000 6,840 7,340 7,280 43,o4o
Advertising 9,533 9,533 9,533 9,533 9,533 9,533 57,200
Commissions 7,971 10,646 15,234 13,259 10,647 8,638 66,395
Federal tax • • • • • • • • • 10,000 • • • 10,000 20,000
Interest paid , . • . • . • • • # 1,875 • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.875
Total $247,114 $181,564 $195,497 $169,132 $159,240 $160,243 {>1,112,790
Month*s balance $(82,460) $(23,549) $(33,456) $(96,042) $(92,780) $(96,879)
Cimulative balance;
Cash Jan, 1, 19—
Balance end of month
80,000
57^ (18,009) (51,465) 44,577 137,357 234,236
Necessary financing;
Borrow Jan, 2 70,000 • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Pay back, April 20, , , , . • 0 • • • • • • • 70,000 • • • • • •
Balance after financing , . , $ 75,540 $ 51,991 $ 18,535 $ 44,577 $137', 357 $234,236
*Disbursements were coniputed on subsidiary work sheets, due allowance being given to
customary disbursement procedure, inventory position, contract payment clauses, etc.
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Preparing a cash budget can very well provide answers to
many questions and eliminate unnecessary delays in obtaining funds.
In addition, many savings can accrue to a. company, which, without
a cash budget, would be lost. The possibility of over- or under¬
borrowing is minimized. In the case of over-borrowing, the business
would be paying interest on funds which are not being used. On the
hand, if the company officials do not borrow the necessary fimds to
take advantage of purchase discounts and meet other obligations on
time, it may lose in the long run. As has been forestated, all of
this can be minimized through the continued use of cash budgets.
Organizations, other than business enterprises, can benefit
from the use of cash budgets. Such organizations include charitable
and educational institutions, especially colleges, both public and
private. Does budgeting for such organizations differ substantially
from that which has been discussed for business concerns? The
difference, if any, lies mainly in the nature of income and expenses.
In the case of a college, for example, the majority of its
expenses are fixed. The major portion of the fixed expenses which
require cash payments consist of payroll. The payroll in most
business enterprises are semi-variable. That is, they vary to some
degree with production or sales. On the other hand, the payroll of
colleges is relatively fixed during a particular budget period.
This results from the fact that many persons, especially staff members,
hold contracts for destinated periods. However, like business concerns
colleges engage in the purchase of goods to be used, and in some cases.
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sold. Cash "budgets can "be used in colleges, basically for the same
reasons which have been discussed in connection with purchase dis¬
counts and the determination of the need for future funds.
What does a college Income consist of? First of all,
colleges receive income in the form of student tuition, room and
board. For public or state institutions, state appropriations are
an important source of income, also. On the other hand, private
colleges receive, in addition to student tuition, room and board,
income in the form of gifts from individuals and various foundations.
Public and private colleges also receive income from various extra¬
curricular activities, such as football games.
In estimating income for colleges in the form of student
tuition, room and board, an estimate of the size of the student
body for the budget period is, perhaps, the most important forecast
because other income and expenses (variable in the short period)
depend upon the size of the student body. In connection with this,
past experiences as to how and when cash is generally received from
students will have to be relied upon in making estimates as to how
and when such cash will be received during the budget period. Gener¬
ally, there is no problem as to what cash will be available from state
appropriations because this is determined by state policies and boards.
However, the cash budget would provide a guide as to how such appro¬
priations should be used. Also, it can be used in support of requests
for additional funds from the state for an ensuing period.
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Based on the forecast of the size of the student body, a fore¬
cast of the various variable cash outlays and other income can be
made. How and when purchases of supplies will occur should be
estimated. The terms of such purchases should be considered so
as to take advantage of discounts. Just as a cash budget for a
business enterprise is concerned with all cash receipts and cash
payments for the budget period, so is a cash forecast for any other
organization.
Basically, once the necessary estimates and forecasts have
been made, the actual mechanics involved in the preparation of
the cash budget is the same as that which has been presented
earlier. That is, the mechanics are not so different that the
budget presented earlier could not be used as a basis guide for
the preparation of cash budgets for other organizations.
Problems which may be Encountered,—^After following the pre¬
paration of the foregoing budget, one may be lead to think that the
preparation of a cash budget is a rather simple mathematical pro¬
cess, However, this is seldom the case. There are many problems
which may confront the budget planners and preparers. Some of the
problems are inherent in the nature of the budget itself, but
others can be eliminated,
A cash budget or any other forecast of the future cannot
be exact because they are based on the future conditions which
are almost always uncertain. The budget preparer may do his
best and yet fail to accurately predict the future because "most
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businesses operate In an atmosphere of changCi and predictions of
an inherently uncertain future necessarily are subject to error."
The degree to which predictions are correct will vary among firms
because some firms are "highly vulnerable to sharp fluctuations
in sales or to disruptions of their plans owing to such events as
strikes or the breakdown of key equipment,In such cases, the
Job of planning is made more difficult, but still there should be
forecasts. However, in making its forecasts managements of such
firms should be aware of the greater probability of error and pre¬
pare to make adjustments when the need for such occurs.
Another problem which may confront the budget preparer is
the lack of cooperation from top management and other financial
officers. Because of the fact that almost all of the firm's activities
affect its cash, the cash budget preparer will have to depend upon other
financial officials for some of the data necessary to prepare his
budget. Problems arise when the financial officer (cash budget
preparer) is unable or finds it difficult to get other management
personnel to devote some of their time and effort to the task of
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planning for the fut\jre.'^^ When confronted with such a situation
the budget preparer has to attempt to stress "the value of good
forecasting and insist that planning is given appropriate attention




throughout the organization.”'^ Otherwise, it may become a con¬
tinuous problem for the budget preparer to Obtain the necessary
information on which to base his forecasts.
Alternative Budgets.—It has been stated throughout this paper
so far that forecasts, because of the many variable involved, are
seldom if ever precise. Because of this, businessmen should have an
alternative plan to implement in case conditions as predicted do
not materialize. That is, budgets should, first of all, be flexible.
In other words, deviations should be investigated and after reasons
for such have been determined, steps should be taken to either adjust
the budget to the changed conditions or attempt to get back to the
budget. This will, of course, depend upon the reasons for the
deviations.
It might be mentioned here that there may be a difference
between alternative budgets and flexible ones.- As used here, flexible
budgets refer to the use of budgets for different levels of activ¬
ity. That is, budgets are prepared for several percentage levels
of normal capacity. On the other hand, alternative budgets may
entail changes in only a part of the budget based on management’s
plans for certain futxrre investment alternatives. For exan^jle,
management may decide, based on its cash forecast, to finance some
type of expansion through the use of externa.1 funds. Actual
3^rbid.
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Broom and Longenecker, op. cit., p. 337.
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conditions may be such that it woxild be possible to finance the
expansion from internally generated funds. Where there is such




This paper has set out a presentation of principles relating
to budgeting in general with particular emphasis on cash budgeting
in small businesses and organizations. We hope that the general
discussion presented in Chapter II will serve to give students and
businessmen some idea as to what budgeting is all about and inspire
them to take a closer look at this matter of having forecasts of
financial requirements become as much a part of their present and
future businesses as eating a part of their daily habits. In a
further atten5)t to do this, we will rehash some of the most
important facts.
First of all, we would like to stress the overall importance
of budgeting. Perhaps in repetition, one must remember that all
decisions made in a firm or organization should be based on some
forecast of the future. In this way management is able to determine
the feasibility of its plans, the need for external fionds, and is
also able to determine if present investments are used in the best
interest of the total organization. For example, after preparing
a cash budget, management may find that its cash balance is more
than sufficient to take care of the daily-planned payments. Know¬
ing this, the idle cash may be invested in an income producing
transaction. The budgeting process or any attempt at some kind of
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forecasting the future of a firm, he it a cash forecast, sales fore¬
cast, etc,, brings to the attention of businessmen the need to
consider alternative courses of action.
Secondly, we restress the fact that a business should not
be operated in a haphazard manner. Decisions should be supported
by facts. Cash forecasting provides some of the many facts needed
in the making of management decisions. The lack of adequate planning
is said to be one of the contributive factors to the failure of so
many of our small businesses. Mr, Blayton stated that most of the
businesses he has audited sinqjly do no kind of budgeting,We might
add that, according to our definition of small businesses, all of such
businesses are small.
As we have forestated, many authors have stated that business¬
men, especially owners and managers of small businesses, fail to make
an attempt to prepare budgets because of their conceptions of the
budgeting process and its advantages as weighed against its disadvan¬
tages, Many of these conceptions, such as budgeting is a coiEplex
process, a restrictive procedure, and increases the costs of the
accounting function, are the result of a misunderstanding of the
budgeting process. We, by no means, intend tha.t this paper will
supply all of the information necessary to eliminate such miscon¬
ceptions. However, we hope that its readers will recognize the fact
that the cash budgeting process has its advantages, too, and can prove
to be a very worthwhile instrvunent of planning and control,
^^Interview with Mr, J. B, Blayton, C.P.A., Atlanta, Georgia,
July 3, 1964.
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The main interest in this thesis has "been concerned with cash
■budgeting. We woxxld like to emphasize that cash forecasting cannot
"be completely divorced from ell other types of forecasts. Rather,
it is more or less dependent upon other forecasts. However, cash
"budgets may "be prepared in the absence of a con5)lete budgetary system
which most small businesses and organizations do not have.
We have atteii5)ted to present a method by which a cash budget
may be prepared. Found in Chapter III are two cash budgets pre¬
pared for two different con^ianies, each serving to illustrate
different uses of cash budgets, A general discussion of the pre¬
paration and use of cash budgeting in both business enterprises
and other organizations, especially colleges, is also presented in
this same chapter. As has been forestated, we don’t intend to give
the implication that the method used in Chapter III is the best and
only method by which a cash budget may be prepared. Because of the
rapid development in scientific analysis, this method is already
being replaced, however, we feel it is suitable for small
businesses and organizations.
We are aware of the fact that there are several shortcomings
of this thesis some of which have already been mentioned earlier.
These shortcomings could very well, if recognized serve as a basis
for other studies. At this point we would like to mention a few
areas which may be investigated at greater length and detail.
One experimental study in which we were interested is that
of atten^jting to determine the extent to which small businessmen
are aware of the significance of some system of planning and
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control. That is, further studies could he made with particular
emphasis on exploring the attitudes of our small businessmen
toward the budgetary process and their experiences with attempts
to initiate a system of planning and control in their businesses.
Some authors have suggested the use of consultants gearing
their service specifically to aiding small businessmen in their
management problems. In connection with this, it has been noted
that such service which is now available in some areas is too
expensive. This may in some way form the basis for other studies.
Some of the questions which come to our mind in this connection
are; What is the attitude of management toward outside consultants?
What would cost the most, the eii5)loyment of adequate personnel to
operate a profitable business; the obtainment of outside help when
necessary, or risking the loss of capital and continue to operate
on a haphazard basis?
The foregoing questions are certainly only a part of the
questions and deficiencies which may be noted in this paper, how¬
ever, we feel that it is well to re-emphasize that this thesis has
been submitted only as a part of an ever continuing inquiry in a
very in5)ortant area of management activity. In doing this, if it
arouses some attention from present and future businessmen and
also persons who may serve in external advisory capacities to
businessmen, it will have served its purpose. This attention may
be in the form of constructive criticisms and extensions of or
improvements in this paper
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